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AbstractWe introduce the notion of expected hitting time to a goal as a measure of the con-vergence rate of a Monte Carlo optimization method. The techniques developed applyto Simulated Annealing, Genetic Algorithms and other stochastic search schemes. Theexpected hitting time can itself be calculated from the more fundamental complementaryhitting time distribution (CHTD) which completely characterizes a Monte Carlo method.The CHTD is asymptotically a geometric series, 1=s1  , characterized by two parameters, s,, related to the search process in a simple way. The main utility of the CHTD is in com-paring Monte Carlo algorithms. In particular we show that independent, identical MonteCarlo algorithms run in parallel, IIP parallelism, exhibit superlinear speedup. We giveconditions under which this occurs and note that equally likely search is linearly spedup.Further we observe that a serial Monte Carlo search can have innite expected hittingtime, but the same algorithm when parallelized can have nite expected hitting time. Oneconsequence of the observed superlinear speedup is an improved uni-processor algorithmby the technique of in-code parallelism.List of Symbols sigma  rho alpha  epsilon delta  upper case delta theta  upper case theta phi ; upper case phi (empty set)! omega  lambda chi  tauP script P W script WX script X ` script ell1 boldface one
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1 IntroductionIn this article we will be concerned with the global optimization of a scalar-valued functionv = f(x), x 2 D, dened on some setD. The domainD need not have a natural topologicalstructure, but any search scheme will lead to a neighborhood topology, hence an existingtopology, if present, can be utilized. As we will be interested in computational solutions,we impose the condition that D be a nite set although we make no restriction on itscardinality. Thus D might be the set of all n-tuples of computer oating point numbers.We also make no assumption about the smoothness or even the continuity of f since ourmethods use only the values v. In fact, even if advantage is taken of descent techniquesavailable for identifying local optimizers for smooth objective functions, these methodsare only successful at locating a global optimizer if the starting point of the search isjudiciously chosen. For complicated functions or those with many variables, this becomesthe key issue and it leads to an undirected search problem quite similar to that for non-smooth objectives.Given then the undirected nature of a global search, it is not surprising that randomor partially randomized searches have enjoyed a measure of success. Over the last fewyears new and powerful Monte Carlo methods for optimization have been developed andinvestigated. They are proving to be particularly well-suited for objective functions arisingfrom combinatorial problems and objective functions dependent upon a large number ofparameters, especially when the dependence gives rise to numerous local optima. Thewell-known NP-complete problems and various other problems arising in computer scienceare of the former type while problems of the latter type pervade engineering and science.A particularly rich source of applications arise in an attempt to solve \inverse" prob-lems such as occur in oil reservoir location, and in fractal image processing, (DARPA,1987). Here the \forward" equations are well-known and easy to solve, but these equa-tions can not be tractably inverted. Thus in oil reservoir location, if the subterraneanstructure were known, then a detonation return echo signature can be computed. But3
given a set of return echoes, the only way to predict oil reservoir locations is to guess atthem and conrm it by comparing the predicted and observed echoes. Generally, for suchinverse problems, error between the forward resultant and the goal is used as an objectivefunction.By Monte Carlo optimization we mean any method that utilizes random numbergeneration in some aspect of its search for a global optimizer. Prominent among suchmethods are two inspired by natural phenomena, simulated annealing and genetic algo-rithms. The former is an abstraction of a thermodynamic process and falls within thepurview of statistical mechanics. Random number generation is used to construct new ab-stract thermodynamic states via Boltzmann dynamics, (van Laarhoven and Aarts, 1987),(Kirkpatrick, Gelatt, and Vecchi, 1983). The latter is a paradigm of natural evolution.Here random number generation is used to simulate matings, mutations, and survival insuch a way that reproduction is enhanced for the \ttest," (Holland, 1975), (Goldberg,1989). The motivating and guiding force behind these numerical methods is the successof their respective natural phenomena at reaching optimal states. Thus annealed phys-ical systems achieve minimal states of internal energy and evolution produces organismscapable of species survival.Our notion of Monte Carlo optimization includes these, but also admits search tech-niques having no phenomenological basis.Virtually all optimization processes are iterative proceeding in steps indexed by \time"t = 0; 1; 2; : : :. On the tth step one or more domain points x are selected to constitute thecurrent state Xt of the process Xt = fxt1; : : : ; xtn(t)g  D;and any required function evaluations, vti = f(xti), are performed. The sequence of randomvariables X0;X1;X2; : : : is a stochastic process on the class of all nite subsets of D. Let4
Dop denote the subset of the domain consisting of the optimal points. If the problem isone of global minimization, thenDop = fx 2 D : f(x)  f(x); x 2 Dg:Most optimization algorithms base the next trial set of optimizers Xt+1 on the lastset Xt or maybe the last two sets. It is practically required that an algorithm save onlya xed number of previous trials, as evidently, saving all the information X0;X1; : : :, willeventually exceed the nite storage capacity of the machine. In the event that Xt+1 onlydepends on Xt, then the stochastic process is a Markov chain and its analysis is greatlysimplied. If the next iteration depends on some xed nite number of previous iterations,say j, this too can be treated as a Markov chain by regarding the Markov chain states asthe j-tuples, (Xt;Xt 1; : : : ;Xt j+1). In the following we assume that Xt+1 depends onlyon Xt. Both simulated annealing and genetic algorithms are of this type.Also we will assume that the current best random variable,Bt, is monitored throughoutthe optimization process. This is dened as the single domain point b whereBt = b 2 t[0 Xk such that f(b)  f(x); x 2 t[0 Xk: (1:1)In case of ties, i.e. f(b) = f(x) for some x, b is the point encountered rst in the chain.A top level algorithm then takes the form of g. 1. In general, the next state Xt+1of the chain can depend on time t as well as the set of domain points Xt. In the eventthat the transition does not depend on t, the chain is said to be stationary, otherwise it isnon-stationary.Hitting Time ProblemAny method which attempts to locate global optima must address three important issues:(1) will the globally best value be found by the method, (2) how can the globally bestvalue be identied as such, and (3) how long will it take to reach it? Of course the5
Top Level Algorithm<calculate the initial set of trial solutions X0 and their function values>t 1repeat<using Xt, and possibly t, stochastically generate a new setof trial solutions, Xt+1; and their function values><update Bt >increment timeuntil <the stop criteria is met>< report Bt > g.1techniques for dealing with these problems depend greatly on what may be known aboutthe objective function itself. In the extreme event that it has no regularity whatsoever,then the globally maximum and minimum values will be found and known for certainonly by exhaustion, that is by examining every domain point. Consequently theoreticalresults about convergence often require that the number of iterations grow without boundto assure a solution. For simulated annealing we have the following due to (Hajek, 1988),(Geman and Geman, 1984), (Gidas, 1985)limt!1Pr(Xt \Dop 6= ;) = 1; (1:2)provided that certain conditions on the search are met. Thus the probability is high thatthe process has found, and is in, an optimal state only after \long" run times.In view of this diculty, most implementations either (a) run for a pre-specied lengthof time and accept the best value observed over the run, or (b) assign a pre-determinedachievable value vg as a goal, selected from previous familiarity with the problem, and stop6
upon reaching it. An important class of applications of the latter type are those in whichthe objective function measures error and it is known that zero error is possible; rather itis the optimizer that is of interest.It should be mentioned at this point that there is a body of theory specic to thestopping time problem, see (Chow, Robbins, and Siegmund, 1971), (Dorea, 1990), (Zuck-erman, 1986). And so we will not deal with the stopping issue here. Instead the presentarticle addresses only the third question, how long can we expect it to take before reachingthe goal. We assume there is some denite non-empty subset of domain points constitut-ing the specied goal, say all points u 2 D such that f(u)  vg. The set of goal domainpoints identies with a set of Markov chain states which become the Markov chain goal,G, namely any Markov chain state that contains a goal domain point u. Of course, bytaking vg = f(x), then f(u)  vg if and only if u 2 Dop and so this scheme includes theoriginal global minimization problem.The question as to how long it will take to reach a goal state translates into anexpected hitting time question for Markov chains about which much is known, (Chung,1967), (Kemeny and Snell, 1960). Specically, by the hitting time in G we mean therandom variable  equal to the rst time t so thatXt 2 G:In terms of hitting time, a process will eventually nd an optimal state ifPr( <1) = 1:By denition, the expected hitting time is given byE() = 1Xt=1 tPr( = t) (1:3)where Pr( = t); t = 1; 2; : : : ; is the probability density function for . SincePr( = t) = Pr(  t)  Pr(  t + 1);7
direct substitution in (1.3) yields the following alternative equationsE() = 1Xt=1 Pr(  t) = 1Xt=1(1  F (t)) (1:4)where F (t) = Pr( < t) is the cumulative distribution function for . The all importantcomplementary hitting time distributionfPr(  t)g1t=1characterizes the optimization process and occupies a central place in this work. Evidently0  Pr(  t)  1; t = 1; 2; : : : ;and is a monotone decreasing sequencePr(  t)  Pr(  t+ 1); t = 1; 2; : : : ;see g. 3 and 5.An important use of the complementary hitting time distribution is in the comparisonof optimization processes. From their distributions, the expected hitting time for twodierent Monte Carlo methods for a given problem or class of problems can be calculatedto decide the superior. We do exactly that to analyze the parallelization of a Monte Carlosearch by a method we call IIP , Independent Identical Processes.IIP Parallel Monte CarloOur simple parallelization method is this, run a separate copy of the single processoralgorithm, just as it is, on each of the individual multiple processors. As discussed inmore detail below, there should be no communication between processors except for somemechanism to shut them all down when the rst one nds the solution.There is no problem in implementing the prescribed parallelization on various parallelplatforms. Monte Carlo algorithms are typically quite simple and do not use large amounts8
of memory. Consequently, as many processes can run simultaneously on a shared memorymachine as there are CPU's. All the processes can start up in milli-seconds. The same goeson a massively parallel architecture such as the Connection Machine. It takes only milli-seconds to start up the parallel processes, even for 65,536 of them. Less time is required toag a stop when some process succeeds in nding the goal. To insure that the independentprocesses are not performing the exact same random walk, it is only necessary to seedtheir individual random number generators dierently. The parallel processing can alsobe accomplished on a LAN consisting of a single server or multiple servers. The feasiblenumber of parallel processes for a LAN is up to a few hundred.Superlinear SpeedupWe show in section 2 that for a (single process) stationary Monte Carlo search, the expectednumber of iterations, E1, required to nd the goal is governed by two scalar parameters s >0 and , 0 <  < 1, which depend on the details of the search. E1 is given approximatelyby E1 = 1s 11  :But the expected number of parallel iterations required by m processors, Em, due to theindependence, is given approximately byEm =  1s m 11  m :Therefore the parallel speedup, Sm, isSm = E1Em = sm 1 1  m1   ;see the Main Theorem, section 3. For  near 1, and this is always the case, the latterexpression works out to be approximately msm 1. The parameter s can range from 0 toinnity, but, as a rule, s is always bigger than 1; we say the process is accelerated. Looselyspeaking, s > 1 in problems where the Monte Carlo search is not drawn towards the9
optimizer, that is in hard problems. Therefore the speedup is, initially at least, exponentialin the number of processes and it is quite possible for the parallel search to succeed morethan m times faster than its serial counterpart. We term this superlinear speedup, see(Bertsekas and Tsitsiklis, 1989, p.15).Therefore the implementation of a Monte Carlo search on parallel computers with alarge number of processors, such as the 64K processor Connection Machine, can experiencemany thousand fold speedup over the single process algorithm. This is even the case if theindividual processes must proceed in lock step or inter-process communication is restricted.Each processor is executing the same code, namely the serial algorithm (of course eachprocess must be seeded dierently).In some cases a Monte Carlo algorithm will have an innite expected hitting time. Weshow this can occur for non-stationary algorithms as is simulated annealing. This occursbecause the sum of the complementary hitting time probabilities diverges. But we showthat in this case it is possible for the same algorithm, when multi-processed, to have niteexpected hitting time.Finally, we will show that when complete information about the past iterations isused, one can still expect a speedup of approximately m=2 for m-fold parallelization.This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we derive formulas for the expectedhitting time and the complementary hitting time distribution for stationary and non-stationary nite Markov chains. Also we apply these results to some specic problems.In Section 3 we derive the hitting time formulas for multi-processed implementations ofthese Monte Carlo methods. In Section 4 we illustrate the results rst on two exampleproblems of suciently small size that s and  can be exactly calculated. Their MonteCarlo implementation shows excellent agreement with predicted hitting time and parallelspeedup. We also repeat here the speedup results for a Monte Carlo solution of thesubstantial 1-dimensional inverse fractal problem. We empirically obtain a speedup of709 by the use of 24 processors. Finally we show by example that in the non-stationary10
case, m-fold multi-processing can convert an innite expectation process into a nite one(thereby achieving innite speedup).2 Hitting Time Calculations2.1 Stationary Markov ChainsTo x ideas, let W = fP1;P2; : : : ;PNg denote the collection of all subsets P  D ofxed cardinality n  1. These are the populations or Markov chain states of the search.Populations with duplicate domain points are allowed. As noted in the introduction, weare assuming there are nitely many such states, N , although this is typically very large.The transition probabilities at time t arepijt = Pr(Xt+1 = Pj j Xt = Pi)and their matrix, P (t), is the transition probability matrix. Thus the ith row of P (t) givesthe distribution of probabilities for transitioning from Pi to the other states (or back toitself). Since for any given state, these transitions exhaust the possibilities, all the rowsof P (t) sum to 1. In general the transition probabilities vary with time t but in thissubsection we assume they are xed, P (t) = P , t = 1; 2; : : : . We also assume, withoutloss of generality, that the set G of goal states, say g in number, are the rst statesof the enumeration P1; : : : ;Pg. The division of states into goal and non-goal induces acorresponding division of the transition probability matrix into submatricesP =   J HB P̂ where J is g  g, H is g  N   g, B is N   g  g, and P̂ is N   g  N   g. In thisB is the submatrix of one step \bridge" transitions from non-goal to goal states. Largeprobabilities here are desirable for quick solution. It goes without saying that B will notbe the zero matrix in any reasonable search process and we will assume it is not. Thesubmatrix P̂ is of central importance for us because it describes the search process during11
the time prior to nding a solution. We refer to it as the deleted transition probabilitymatrix since it is obtained from P by deleting the rows and columns corresponding togoal states. By contrast the matrices J and H have a much diminished role due to theassumption that a goal state can be recognized as such. As a result, the search processstops upon encountering such a state and therefore the submatrices J and H may betaken to be the identity matrix and the zero matrix respectively. It should be emphasizedthat the transition probabilities are never explicitly determined, nevertheless they arise byconsequence of the specics of the search process.As the search proceeds, its progress is described by the probability distribution vector,t = (1t ; : : : ; Nt )T (superscript T denotes transpose), whereit = Pr(Xt = Pi):Taking 0 as the starting distribution, the distribution after the kth iteration is given bythe k fold matrix product Tk = T0 P k:As with P , we also partition t into its rst g components, Gt , and its last N   g compo-nents, ̂t. Then a matrix product Tt P becomesTt P = ((Gt )T + ̂Tt B j ̂Tt P̂ ):In particular ̂Tt+1 = ̂Tt P̂ = : : : = ̂T0 P̂ t+1; t = 0; 1; 2; : : : :The partitioned calculation also shows that the new transitions into the goal states on the(t+ 1)st iteration are given by ̂Tt B. HencePr( = t+ 1) = ̂Tt B1 ;where 1 is the (N   g) vector of 1's and has the eect of adding up the components of itscompanion. 12
Now the expected hitting time may be calculated using (1.4) as follows, counting theinitialization step, that is choosing X0, it is clear that Pr(  1) = 1. The distributionof the initialization step is given by 0 = (G0 j ̂0)T . Further,  will be exactly 1 only ifX0 is a goal state. This occurs with probability equal to the sum of the terms of G0 orequivalently with probability 1  ̂T0 1, where again 1 is the N   g vector of 1's. ThereforePr(  2) = ̂T0 1.Next observe that the hitting time is 3 or more if and only if the process is still in thenon-goal states after the second iteration. But this occurs with probability ̂T1 1 whichtherefore is Pr(  3). In general it follows in the same way thatPr(  t) = ̂Tt 21 =    = ̂T0 P̂ t 21; t = 3; 4; : : : : (2:1)Altogether then E() = 1 + ̂T0 1 + ̂T1 1 + ̂T2 1 + : : := 1 + ̂T0 1 + 1Xt=3 ̂T0 P̂ t 21 : (2:2)Under mild conditions on the search process, the deleted transition probability matrixP̂ will be primitive, that is some power of P̂ will have all positive entries. This will holdfor instance if it is always possible to transition, in some nite number of steps, from anyone state to any other and if there is at least one state in which the process can stay forone, or more, iterations. (These conditions imply the process is irreducible and aperiodic.)By the Perron-Frobenius theorem for primitive matrices, P̂ has a positive eigenvalue equal to its spectral radius,  = (P̂ ). We will refer to  as the principal eigenvalue. Itlies strictly between the largest and smallest of the row sums of P̂ unless these are equal inwhich case  is their common value. Now the ith row sum, i, of P̂ will be the dierencebetween 1 and the sum of the one-step transitions (in B) to a goal state from the ithnon-goal state, that isi = N gXj=1 p̂ij = NXj=g+1 pg+i;j = 1  (pg+i;1 +    pg+i;g)  1:13
Since the one-step matrix B is not zero, at least one such row sum is strictly less than 1.Hence  < 1:Let  be a positive right eigenvector and ! a positive left eigenvector of P̂ correspond-ing to  (guaranteed by the Perron-Frobenius theorem).P̂ = ; !T P̂ = !T :We may normalize ! and  so that the former is a probability vector, P!i = 1, and thelatter so that !T = 1; then ! and  are uniquely determined. The next result may befound in (Seneta, 1981).Theorem. If  > j2j, where the latter is the magnitude of the next largest eigenvalueafter , then there exists an integer 1  d < N   g, and a xed polynomial h() of degreed  1 such that  1k (̂T0 P̂ k1 )  ̂T0  < h(k) 2 k ; k = 1; 2; : : : : (2:3)Denition. When ̂0 6= 0 dene the factor s to bes = ̂T0 : (2:4)Combining the asymptotic approximation above̂T0 P̂ t 21  t 2̂T0  = t 1s 1with (2.2) gives the approximate formulaE()  1 + ̂T0 1 + s 1(2 + 3 + : : :) 1s 11   (2:5)assuming 1 + ̂T0 1  s 1(1 + ). 14
Of course only in special cases is it possible to contemplate calculating the factors. One of these is when P̂ has a simple and regular structure. Another is when N isrelatively small, on the order of a few thousand. In this case, the Power Method forcalculating eigenvalues and eigenvectors is eective, (Varga, 1963), see section 4.2.2 Estimating the factor sThe parameters  and s have the following interpretations. After several iterations, anarbitrary non-zero starting distribution ̂0 tends to the invariant distribution !, ̂T0 P̂ t !!T as t ! 1. But for a distribution that is approximately !, the equation !T P̂ = !Tshows that  fraction of the probability mass is retained in the non-goal states while1   escapes to the goal states. Thus  is the asymptotic probability of remaining in thenon-goal states on each iteration.While  gives the average rate of retention of the probability mass in the non-goalstates, the normalized vector =kk1 lists the retention rates per non-goal state. Indeed,for a primitive P̂ , P̂ t ! t!T as t ! 1 (see (Seneta, 1981)). But this limiting rankone matrix has the value i as it's ith row sum, which is the probability of retention inthe non-goal states on the next iteration when the process is in the ith non-goal state.Therefore ̂T0  is proportional to the probability of retention in the non-goal states for thedistribution ̂0. Thus s is large when ̂T0  is small and that occurs if the distribution 0leads to the goal with high probability. Conversely, s is small if starting is not likely tond a goal, rather the search process dened by P̂ is the better bet.The parameter s can be estimated as follows. Dene the angle  between ! and  bycos = !T=k!k kk (Euclidean norm) and similarly let  be the angle between ̂0 and. Then combining 1 = !T and s = 1=̂T0  givess = k!k cosk̂0k cos  : (2:6)This shows that s is the ratio between the projections of the probability vector ! and thevector ̂0 onto . 15
Theorem 2.2.1. If the row sums of P̂ are equal, then s  . If in addition the initializa-tion process 0 has at least 1   probability of nding a goal state, then s  1.Proof. Under the hypothesis  is the common row sum and, properly normalized,  = 1the vector of 1's. Since ̂0 is a subprobability vector, ̂T0   1 so s  . If in addition̂T0  = ̂T0 1  , then s  1.Theorem 2.2.2. If ̂0 has equal components and  < , then s  . If in addition theinitialization process 0 has at least 1   probability of nding a goal state, then s  1.Proof. Since ! is a probability vector, it has minimum Euclidean norm when all itscomponents are equal (to 1N g ); hence k!k  1pN g . Under the hypothesis, ̂0 has theform 1 for some   1N g . Hence k̂0k = pN   g  k!k. This proves the rstassertion. If in addition ̂T0 1  , then also   N g so that k̂0k  pN g  k!k.Now the second assertion follows.Theorem 2.2.3. If P̂ is symmetric and ̂0 has equal components then s  . If alsoP̂ has unequal row sums then s > . If the initialization process 0 has at least 1   probability of nding a goal state, then these inequalities may be replaced by s  1 ands > 1 respectively.Proof. For P̂ symmetric,  is a scalar multiple of ! so that  = 0. Since ̂0 has equalcomponents, k̂0k  k!k as above and hence s  1. If also P̂ has unequal row sums, then 6= 0, and so s > 1. The additional assertions when ̂T0 1   follow as in the proofabove.Starting a Monte Carlo method uniformly at random gives rise to an initializationvector ̂0 vector with the equal components 1N .Obviously s can be made arbitrarily large by choosing the components of ̂0 arbitrarilysmall. We show by example that s can be arbitrarily small (positive). Consider the matrixP̂ =  :5 22:5 :5  :16
Here  = 0:5 + , !T = 10:5+(0:5 ), and T = (0:5 + )(1 12). As ! 0, ! 0:5, butthe second component of  grows unboundedly. It follows that s can be made arbitrarilysmall.2.3. Equally Likely TrialsAs a special case consider the optimization process in which on each iteration the nextMarkov state is selected uniformly at random. Then the transition probability matrix Phas identical elements at every position.P = 264 p p    p... ... ...p p    p375where p = 1=N and N is the number of Markov states. If states 1 through g are the targetstates then P̂ is the N gN g matrix all of whose elements are p. In this case the N gvector 1 and its transpose are the positive right and left eigenvectors of P̂ respectively, so! = 1N   g1 and  = 1 : (2:7)The principal eigenvalue  is the common row sum = (N   g)p = 1  gN : (2:8)Now suppose the process starts uniformly at random so that T0 = ( 1N ; : : : ; 1N ) and ̂0 =1N 1 . Then ̂T0  = ̂T0 1 = , and for t  3,Pr(  t) = ̂T0 P̂ t 21 = ̂T0 t 21 = t 1;exactly. The expected hitting time for equally likely trials isE() = 1 + + 1Xk=3k 1 = 11  : (2:9)17
The s-factor for equally likely trials iss = ̂T0  = 1; (2:10)in agreement with Theorem 2.2.1.2.4. Non-Stationary Markov ChainsAs above we assume the Monte Carlo method corresponds to a Markov chain Xt,t = 1; 2; : : : , but now we allow the transition probabilities pijt to depend on the iterationindex t. In this case the expected hitting time is given by an innite series. As aboveassume the target states are indexed 1; : : : ; g, and let Eti denote the expected incrementalhitting time to one of P1; : : :Pg, starting from state Pi at time t, that is Eti is the expectedincrement in the hitting time beyond t. Conditioning on the possible transitions from statei, i = g + 1; : : : ;N , at time t,Eti = pi1(t) + : : :+ pig(t) + pig+1(t)(Et+1g+1 + 1) +   + piN (t)(Et+1N + 1)= pi1(t) +   + piN (t) + pig+1(t)Et+1g+1 +   + piN (t)Et+1N= 1 + p̂i(t) Et+1where p̂i(t) is the deleted ith row vector of the time t transition matrix P (t), i = g +1; : : : ;N , and Et+1 is the expectation vector. In matrix notationEt = 1 + P̂ (t)Et+1; t = 1; 2; : : : ;where 1 is the N   g vector of 1's and P̂ (t) is the matrix gotten from P (t) by deletingthe latter's rst g rows and columns. The solution E = E1 is given by induction on theequation above, E = 1 + 1Xt=1 tYj=1 P̂ (j)1 (2:11)where Qtj=1 P̂ (j) = P̂ (1)P̂ (2)    P̂ (t). This series can diverge.18
Just as in the stationary case, the hitting time distributions Pr(  k) may be obtainednumerically from (2.1) by modifying the transition matrix so that the target states areabsorbing.2.5. Sampling Without Replacement| Perfect RecallFor reference, we include the hitting time calculation for a method which is not equiv-alent to a Markov chain in that each new trial uses the complete history of previous trials.In particular each previously tried point is remembered and not tried again. We includethis example because we will see that even with such complete information parallel MonteCarlo methods can nonetheless be substantially spedup (cf. Section 3.5).Suppose the Monte Carlo method is arranged so that the probability of nding anoptimal state on the tth iteration is hyperbolically increasing, p1 (t 1)p for p = 1=N , N =card(D), and 1  t  N . This would arise if visited states are systematically eliminatedfrom further consideration. Then it is easy to see thatPr( = t) = p; 1  t  N: (2:12)In this case the expected hitting time is nitePr(  t) = ( 0; t > N ,kp; 1  t = N + 1  k  NNp; t  1, (2:13)and so from (1.3) E() = N(N + 1)2 p = N + 12 : (2:14)
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3 Parallel Monte Carlo MethodsWe next examine the behavior of Monte Carlo optimization algorithms when multiplecopies are run in parallel. We assume that m identical processes are run simultaneouslyand independently of each other except that any one process can ag them all to stop. Thevariable t now counts \wall clock time," i.e., the same individual time for each process,not their cumulative time.This multiprocess can be viewed as anm-tuple Xt = (X1t ; : : : ;Xmt ) of them-individualprocesses dened on their m-fold product probability space. This holds for both thestationary and non-stationary chains. By the multi-process hitting time  we mean therandom variable equal to the rst time t that any one of the m-individual processes is inG, Xkt 2 G; for some 1  k mand Xi =2 G; 1  i  m;  < t:Or equivalently  = min1imfig;where i is the hitting time of the ith process Xit , i = 1; : : : ;m. We use the notation E orE1 for E() and Em for E() when the number of processes is m.3.1. Multiprocess Expectation and Hitting Time Distribution CalculationSince the multi-process is a Markov process, Xt = (X1t ; : : : ;Xmt ) which is the Cartesianproduct of m identical, independent Markov processes Xt, we may take as a state ofthe multi-process, the Cartesian product of single-process states. The cardinality of the20
product space is Nm and the multi-process transition matrix P is correspondingly large.Its elements arepi1;:::;imj1;:::;jm(t) = Pr(Xt+1 = (xj1 ; : : : ; xjm ) j Xt = (xi1 ; : : : ; xim ))= Pr(X1t+1 = xj1 j X1t = xi1 )   Pr(Xmt+1 = xjm j Xmt = xim)= pi1j1 (t)    pimjm(t):Now the multi-process expectations and hitting time distributions can be calculated asbefore using instead this Cartesian product transition matrix. Unfortunately the resultingmatrix products quickly become unwieldy. In fact, except in special cases, P alreadyis. However there is a much easier way to calculate the complementary hitting timedistribution owing to the fact that the processes are identical and independent.3.2. The Multi-process Complementary Hitting Time DistributionIt is evident that the event   t is equivalent to the event1  t and 2  t and    and m  t:Therefore by independence we have the following.Proposition. For m identical, independent processesPr(  t) = (Pr(  t))m; t = 1; 2; : : : (3:1)and so Em = E() = 1Xt=1(Pr(  t))m: (3:2)We next calculate the expectation of  for the hitting time probability distributionsof the previous section. From these calculations we will see that the parallel speedupprospects of Monte Carlo algorithms are excellent. By speedup we meanSpeed-Up = E()E() : (3:3)21
Main Theorem. Let Xt = (X1t ; : : : ;Xmt ) be an m-fold multi-process of m identical in-dependent stationary Markov chains Xit , t = 1; 2; : : : ; i = 1; : : : ;m: Let  be the principaleigenvalue of the single process deleted transition probability matrix P̂ with P̂ primitive.If the starting state is not in the goal with certainty, thenSpeedup = sm 1 1  m1   +O(1   m) msm 1 as   1: (3:4)Proof. By eq.(2.1) and the Theorem of section 2.1 we known that for k  3(s 1   h(k   2)k 2)k 2  Pr(  k)  (s 1 + h(k   2)k 2)k 2for h() a xed polynomial and  = j2j < 1. Therefore(s 1   h(k   2)k 2)m(m)k 2  Pr(  k)  (s 1 + h(k   2)k 2)m(m)k 2:By the Root Test the seriesPh(k   2)k 2k 2 converges for all 0    1, say to S().Further as ! 1, S()! S(1) and S(1) is nite. Therefore from (2.2)1 + ̂T0 1 + s 121     S()  E()  1 + ̂T0 1 + s 121   + S(); 0   < 1: (3:5)Also the series1Xk=3(s 1  h(k   2)k 2)m(m)k 2= 1Xk=3 mXj=0mj m jsj m(h(k   2))j(j )k 2(m)k 2= mXj=0mj m jsj m 1Xk=3(h(k   2))j(j )k 2(m)k 2converges because for each j = 0; : : : ;m the seriesS(j) () = 1Xk=3(h(k   2))j (j)k 2(m)k 222
does. For j 6= 0, S(j) () is nite for all 0    1, but for j = 0, since s 1 6= 0,ms mS(0)() = ms m 1Xk=3(m)k 2 = s m2m1  m !1 as ! 1:Letting b denote the nite sumb = mXj=1 m jsj mmj S(j) ();and combining inequalities above we get1 + ̂T0 1 + s 121    S()1 + (̂T0 1 )m + s m2m1 m + b+  E()E()  1 + ̂T0 1 + s 121  + S()1 + (̂T0 1 )m + s m2m1 m   b  : (3:6)Put B = b  + s m(1 + m)   1   (̂T0 1 )m. Since s m(1 + m) + s m2m1 m = s m1 m , thethird member of this chain of inequalities can be rewritten as(s 1(1 + ) + s 121  )(1   m)s m  B(1   m) + (1 + ̂T0 1   s 1(1 + ) + S())(1   m)s m  B(1   m) :Evidently the second term tends to 0 with 1   m. Expand the rst term as a geometricseries in powers of (1   m) to gets 1(1  m)s m(1  ) (1 + sm mB(1  m) + (sm mB(1   m))2 + : : :)showing that the speedup is bounded above as claimed. Evidently the rst member of(3.6) behaves in like manner and so the estimate (3.4) is proved.Remark. It should be kept in mind that for any given problem,  is xed (usually verynearly equal to 1 in our experience) and hence this is not an asymptotic result in .Similarly s is xed for a given problem (usually slightly greater than 1 in our experience)and while s is not a function of , by modifying a problem in such a way that  increases,it may happen that also s decreases.Denition. On the basis of this result, we dene the speedup of a Monte Carlo methodto be accelerated when s > 1. 23
Figure 2 depicts the function sm 1(1 m1  ) as a function of m for xed  = :99, and 3dierent values of s, s = 1:02; 1:0, and 0:98. As a function of m1  m1    ! 11  ; m!1so that its contribution to speedup chokes o for large m. By contrast the term due to s isexponentially increasing with m when s > 1 so that the actual speedup can be superlinear.Remark. Of course Em can never be less than 1 so that actual speedup can never exceedE1; in other words, the term O(1  m) does not go away with increasing m.Speedup vs Number of Processors for  = 0:99








200SpeedUp Processorsg. 23.3. Equally Likely Trials RevisitedFrom section 2.3 for equally likely trials with uniform random starting s = 1, ̂T0 1 =, and Pr(  t) = t 1. Hence (3.6) holds with S() = b = 0. The multi-process exacthitting time is E() = 1=(1   m) and the speedup is1  m1    ! m; ! 1,11  ; m!1.24
This is illustrated by the middle curve in g. 2.3.4. Sampling Without ReplacementHere the single process hitting time distribution is Pr( = t) = p, 1  t  N , accordingto equation (2.12) and the complementary hitting time distribution is given by equation(2.13). Therefore the multi-process hitting time distribution isPr(  t) = 8<: 0; t  N ,(kp)m; 1  t = N + 1  k  N ,(Np)m; t  1.where N = 1=p. The expected multi-process hitting time isE() = (Np)m + (N   1)mpm +   + 2mpm + pm = pm NXk=1km:But the sum in the latter member is known to be a polynomial r(N) in N of degree m+1and leading coecient equal to 1=(m+ 1). Therefore the speedup is12 (N + 1)1m+1pm(Nm+1 + q(N)) = m+ 12 1 + 1N1 + 1Nm+1 q(N)where q(N) is a polynomial of degree m. Therefore as N !1,Speedup! m+ 12 :The speedup is only about half linear here because by eliminating previously unsuccessfultries, the search algorithm is utilizing more and more information as it proceeds. Yet theindependent multiple processes gain no advantage from their mutual information during arun since they do not communicate and hence do not share it.
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4 Computational Results on Some Specic ProblemsWe give here some results of the foregoing developments applied to three problems. Therst two are chosen suciently small in size that s and  may be exactly determined andhence serve to illustrate the extent of agreement between empirical results and theory.Again for illustrative purposes, one is a single state Markov chain and the other is amultiple state chain { a Genetic Algorithm, both are homogeneous Markov chains. Thethird problem is the inverse problem of fractal geometry, whose analytical solution has sofar eluded researchers. (Diaconis and Shahshahani, 1986), (Vrscay and Roehrig, 1989). Wegive here only the speedup results, the details of the solution method appear elsewhere,(Shonkwiler, Mendivil, and Deliu, 1991).In the last subsection of this section we compute the exact speedup for a simplenon-homogeneous method and show by example that innite speedup is possible in thiscase.4.1. Password ProblemAssume that a J character password chosen from an alphabet of M symbols is to befound. Trying a proposed solution results in either failure or success, there are no hints.The domain D consists of all strings of J legal symbols, card(D) = MJ , and for x 2 Dthe objective function will be taken asf(x) =  1; if x is correct0; if x is incorrect.In reality, except for the extreme nature of its objective function, the password prob-lem is typical of very many problems encountered in practice. Indeed, any problemv = f(x1; : : : ; xn) dened on a rectangleai  xi  bi; i = 1; : : : ; n26
in n-dimensional Euclidean space Rn has this form computationally. For if the binaryoating point representations of each component consisting of md mantissa digits, edexponent digits, and one sign digitxi = sibi1bi2 : : : bimdei1 : : : eiedare concatenated, there results a password problem with J = n(md + ed + 1) charactersfrom the alphabet f0; 1g of sizeM = 2. In this way, such a problemwith a general objectivefunction becomes a password problem with hints (to the extent that the broadness of thebasins of the objective help locate the global minimum).Our scheme for generating new trial solutions from a given one will be one characteruniform replacement, that is if x is the present solution attempt, select a character position1; 2; : : : ; J at random and replace the letter of x at that position by a randomly chosenletter from the alphabet; this is changing one component at a time looking for improvement.The \neighborhood" of each point x in this scheme consists of MJ points. By contrast,in equally likely trials all MJ points of the domain are in the neighborhood of every x.The transition probability matrix for one character uniform replacement has for eachrow x, unless x is the solution, a zero in every column corresponding to a y 2 D dieringfrom x in two or more positions. The probability for those y 2 D diering in exactly oneposition from x is 1=(JM), and the probability that x itself is reselected is 1=M . Thistransition probability matrix, P , is symmetric, the deleted transition probability matrixP̂ , is also symmetric and has unequal row sums. The latter follows since some states ofP̂ lead to the goal while others do not. Therefore Theorem 2.2.3 applies for a uniformlyselected starting state and we can get accelerated speedup for this problem.With the choices J = 4, and M = 5 the matrix P is 625  625 and P̂ is 624  624.It is possible to calculate all the relevant optimization characteristics exactly. Assuming auniformly selected starting state, in Table I we show the principle eigenvalue , the s-factors, the exact expected hitting time E, and the exact expected hitting times E2, E4, E8 for27






















4.2 Genetic Algorithm Solver for the Sandia Mountain ProblemLet the domain D be the set of integers D = f0; 1; :::;Ng, card(D) = N + 1; and letthe objective function be f(x) =  N xN 1 ; x = 1; 2; : : : ;N 1; x = 0,i.e. a long gradual uphill slope from x = N to x = 1, but then a steep drop at x = 0, seeg. 4.




1 xg. 4The global minimum of  1 occurs at x = 0 and this minimum has a basin of twodomain points. There is also a local minimum of 0 occurring at x = N . This basin is ofsize N . To keep the example within reasonable size let N = 7 and represent the N +1 = 8domain values in binary0$ (000)2; 1$ (001)2; : : : ; 7$ (111)2:We employ a standard Genetic Algorithm (Goldberg, 1989)with a population size of 2,reproductive success taken in proportion to tness  which will be dened as(x) = 2  f(x); x 2 D;29
crossover based on bit strings and a bit mutation rate of pm = 0:001: The number of distinctpopulations is 892 = 36 and is ordered as < 0; 0 >; : : : ;< 0; 7 >;< 1; 1 >; : : : ;< 7; 7 >.An iteration of the algorithm will consist of: (1) a reproduction of the present pop-ulation, each \individual" in proportion to its tness; let PR be the 36  36 transitionprobability matrix for this process. Next (2) a crossover or mating process based on bitstrings. Note that the mate selection matrix is just the identity because the populationsize is 2. For this 3 bit example the two crossover sites, between bits 1 and 2 or betweenbits 2 and 3, are chosen equally likely. Let Pc denote the 36 36 matrix for this process.Then (3) a mutation in which one of the two population members is chosen equally likelyand each bit of the chosen member is reversed (0 ! 1 and 1 ! 0) with probability pmindependently; Pm denotes the resulting 3636 transition matrix. Finally (4) the requiredfunction evaluations are performed to obtain the next generation's tness and to updatethe \best" random variable Bt.These processes may be elaborated as follows. During the reproduction process thepopulation < i; j > will become one of the populations < i; i > or < i; j >; or < j; j > : Ifi  (i) is the tness of i 2 D, then the probability of obtaining < i; i > is   ii+j 2, of< i; j > is 2  iji+j  and of < j; j > is   ji+j 2. During crossover the population < i; j >with corresponding bit strings i = b1b2b3 and j = B1B2B3 will becomeb1B2B3 and B1b2b3 with probability 12or b1b2B3 and B1B2b3 with probability 12 :Finally, under mutation, the population < i = (b1b2b3)2; j = (B1B2B3)2 > will become,with prime denoting bit complementation,b1b2b3 and B1B2B3 with probability (1  pm)330


















g. 5Table IISandia Mountain Problem = :975624 s = 1:1488966 -E = 36:23 Ê = 37:76 -E2 = 16:58 Ê2 = 16:61 SU2 = 2:19E4 = 7:30 Ê4 = 7:10 SU4 = 4:96
E8 = 3:22 Ê8 = 3:20 SU8 = 11:254.3. Simulated Annealing Solver for the Sandia Mountain Problem N = 2Our interest here is in showing that the expected hitting time can be innite whenattempted by an annealer. For this purpose we consider the Sandia Mountain problem
with N = 2 and use a standard simulated annealing algorithm, (van Laarhoven and Aarts,1987). We will take the generation matrix to be the 3 3 symmetric matrixG = 24 1=2 1=2 01=2 0 1=20 1=2 1=235 :Letting  = 1N 1 = 1, the acceptance matrix is
A = 24  e 2=T  1   1  e =T  35 :32
The transition probability matrix is given bypij =  gijaij if i 6= j1 Pk 6=i pik if i = jthus P = 24 1  12e 2=T 12e 2=T 01=2 0 1=20 12e =T 1  12e =T 35 :From annealing theory (loc. cit.) the temperature T should vary with iteration countt according to the equation T = C`n(t+ 1)where C is the depth of the deepest local non-global minimum. Here C = 1. EliminatingT gives the transition probabilities directly in terms of t, thusp21(t) = 12e `n(t+1) = 1=2(t + 1) = 1=2t + 1 ; t = 1; 2; : : : ;and p22(t) = 1  p21(t) = 1  1=2t+ 1 ; t = 1; 2; : : : :To analyze this process we use equation (2.11) to calculate the expected hitting time.In general the iterates tYj=1 P̂ jquickly become intractable. Indeed the various terms of this product contain all the pos-sible ways leading to state x = 0 in t iterations starting from a given state. Here howeverwe estimate these probabilities. Hitting the goal at time k includes the possibility of re-maining for t = 1; 2; : : : ; k  2 in state x = 2, then moving in two consecutive iterations tostates x = 1 and x = 0. Therefore, the probability of hitting at time k is at least as largeas hk =  1  1=22  1  1=23      1  1=2k   112 1k 12>  1  12 1  13     1  1k   11k 14= 14k(k   1) ; k = 2; 3; : : : :33
It follows that the expected hitting time from state 2 is at least as large as1Xk=2 khk = 14 1Xk=2 1k   1 =1:4.4. Inverse Fractal ProblemLetW = fw1; w2; : : : ; wng be a nite set of ane contraction maps of the unit intervalI = [0; 1] into itself, that is maps of the formw(x) = sx + a; 0  x  1:Here the parameter s < 1 is the scale factor and the parameter a is the translation.Associated with every such collection W is its attractor A = A(W), a unique subsetA  I characterized by the selfcovering property,A = n[i=1wi(A):Given W, it is an easy matter to computational produce A as follows. Startingfrom the xed point x, say of map w1, choose i1 2 f1; 2; : : : ; ng at random and plotx1 = wi1(x). (To make the image easier to see, plot a short vertical line at x1.) Nowrepeat this step with x1 in place of x and x2 = wi2(x1) in place of x1, then repeat withx2 in place of x1, e.t.c. until say 10,000 points have been plotted. This construction isknown as the Random Iteration Algorithm for constructing the attractor.The inverse or encoding problem consists in nding an IFS W whose attractor A isgiven. One may convert it to an optimization problem by employing the notion of distanceh(A;B), between two attractors A, and B, (Shonkwiler, 1989). Then Monte Carlo searchworks on function systems W nding any whose associated attractor has zero distancefrom the desired one.A multi-state, homogeneous, Monte Carlo search (a Genetic Algorithm) gave thespeedup results shown in Table III and g. 6. The goal was taken to be achieving adistance of 500 or less. For complete details, see (Shonkwiler, Mendivil, and Deliu, 1991).34
Table IIIInverse Fractal Problem Speedupsm = 1 SU = 1m = 2 SU = 2:59m = 4 SU = 9:75m = 8 SU = 238m = 12 SU = 619m = 24 SU = 709








800SU observedlinear mg. 64.5. ExampleFinally, we show by example that an annealer with innite expectation can be convertedto nite expectation when run in parallel. Consider the Sandia Mountain problem withN = 1 and the transition probability from state x = 1 to the goal x = 0 given byp10(t) = 1t+ 1 ; p11(t) = 1  p10(t); t = 1; 2; : : : :35
Then the event that the hitting time will be k occurs if and only if the process remains instate 1 for the rst k   1 trials and moves to state 0 on the kth; this has probability(1  12)(1  13)    (1  1k ) 1k + 1 = 1k(k + 1) ; k = 2; 3; : : : :and for k = 1, Pr( = 1) = 1=2. ThereforePr(  t) = 1Xk=t 1k(k + 1) = 1t ; t = 1; 2; : : : :Then the single process expectation is innite while the m multi-process expectation isEm = 1Xt=1 1tm <1; m = 2; 3; : : : :5 ConclusionsWe have shown that superlinear speedup is possible with these types of algorithms. Agiven Monte Carlo method is characterized by its deleted transition probability matrix P̂and in particular its hitting time expectation depends on the complementary hitting timedistribution. Two parameters, the principle eigenvalue  of P̂ , and the s-factor, completelydescribe the tail of the hitting time distribution; asymptoticallyPr(  k)  s 1k 1:The complementary hitting time distribution can be used to rigorously compare two MonteCarlo methods.Hardware and software considerations for implementing multi-processed Monte Carloalgorithms are its strong point. Monte Carlo algorithms are typically easy to code and theirparallelization couldn't be simpler. As for hardware, virtually any parallel architecturewill do { massively parallel, hyper-cube, shared memory, distributed memory, etc.. Theoverhead taken by the IIP parallelization method is trivial in all but distributed memory36
systems, and, even there, the overhead is insignicant for any problem whose parallelsolution will require several minutes.Finally one intriguing consequence of a superlinear parallel algorithm is the possibilityof a new single process algorithm. In this case it is the running of multiple processes on asingle processor machine. As we have shown, this technique will yield a faster converginguni-processor algorithm if the IIP method can be implemented with little additional over-head. But indeed this is possible by a technique we call in code parallelism. One sets upmdata structures instead of one. Then the iteration loop is nested inside a loop that cyclesthrough these data structures. The execution overhead is trivial, only memory limits thenumber of separate processes that can be handled.
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